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nstead of Civil Defense

lt
LINDA AXENTY
Paris, where love is merry and gay, provides the setting of playwright Muliere’s work, "The Imaginary Invalid," which opens tonight
in the College Theater.
Curtain time for the Restoration period satire on people’s idiosyncrasies is 8:15 p.m. Other performances will be tomorrow and
Dec. 6-9.
Monsieur Argan, played by Will Gatliff, leads the east as the
invalid. This Parisian is an elderly hypochondriac who seeks to marry
his daughter to a doctor, assuring,
free medical care for himself.
,
But Angelique, his daughter,
portrayed by Sonde Lewis, wants
to marry a different young mart
Cleante, played by Robert Browning.
Mistaken identity, a gold-digging
step-mother and a witty maid add
color to the fanciful farce consid"Sparta Sings." the title given
ered by critics to be one of Mothe March songfest jointly sponhere’s greatest plays.
The play is the French play- sored by the Associated Women
wright’s last work, whose death Students and Inter - Fraternity
ironically followed appearances in council, this year will replace
his production of "The Imaginary
March Melodies and Spring Sing.

ts) MICKEY MINTON
are among those from nine northern CaliSJS faculty members
, colleges and universities asking President Kennedy to underfor peace instead of civil defense.
ea positive program
their positions in a recent open letter by
asserted
educators
The
ing present civil defense plans, "in pat ticular the construction of
the peop e for acceptance of thermonuclear
lout shelters, PrePares
resident Kennedy was urged
of
lead to cluinnel the energies
United States into "a positive
ram for peace and freedom."
curThe letter explained that
to
tly the nation "is not ready
wider such a program largely
cause of widespread lack of
Kieistanding of just how catasaphic war today would be."
TESTING SUMMARY
Charles M. Larsen, assistant prosor of mathematics and chairin of the SJS poll for the Amer-n A.ssociation of University Prosots committee, is directing the
ter to President Kennedy with
summary of SJS faculty memo paSitiotti on nuclear weapons
;tine.
The results are as follows:
One hundred -forty-five SJS iraactors urged President Kennedy
try hard to maintain the policy
underground testing only."
A desire to "leave the entire
atter in the President’s hands
al no urging of any kind from
was expressed by 29 inflater%
Eighteen faculty members urged
e President "to order the remotion of atmospheric tests imediately."
Opposition to all testing of nutar weapons was voiced by 53
catty members.
Additionally, 12 educators indited separate positions in replyto the poll. A total of 257 lac’y members of approximately
5) replied to the voluntary poll.
A recent poll by the Spartan
ally revealed various attitudes
ward United States resumption
atmospheric testing.
’WHAT DIFFERENCE?’
Dr. John L. Moody, associate
"lessor of secondary education,
al. "What difference does It
,Ke?"
Clearly it is insane that we live
world where people have remed atmospheric testing," Dr.
:maker T. Deininger. associate
,tessor of philosophy, remarked.
ire continued. "The question of
lether or ma we should continue
, Insane game is up to those
), have the necessary informa1 think polls of this sort are
ohless because they stress conisions instead of reasons for
ming In these conclusions," Dr.
?Stinger decided.
Dr. Arthur B. Cody, assistant
"lessor of philosophy described
e atmospheric testing in two
vls, "It’s immoral."
He added, "It’s incredible that
e question you asked me should
raised by intelligent human beo."
It, Philip E.
Davis. associate
:lessor of philosophy, declared,
’s. I think we should disconqe all atmospheric
testing. Hower. if it is necessary for defense,
continue It."

how To Feature
ctivity for Youth
}Ighlighting this week’s "Per"ive." the student television
’-xeM, will be the second in a
r*s of four
programs on chilen’s activit it-s.
Lillian Billington, professor
Clementary education is host the Serie:. Storytelling will
the theme of
this week’s pro.
. Linda Hughes, junior SJS
mt. will assist Dr.
Billington
trodurine two new
books.
’,ekly television program
KNTV, channel 11, to, 2 p.m.

COLMIlveilAr sign-up
deadline is today, according to
Dennis Chambers. publicity cochairman ot the claim. Students
wishing to. make appointrtu.nts to
be intervieard, may do so in the
College Union betaren PI a.m.
and 5 p.m. Counselor selection
through interviesss will begin
Manila’,.

President Decides
Fallout Protection
Not Private Task

New Songfest
To Replace
Old ’Melodies’

WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Kennedy has decided building fallout shelters is primarily a
public responsibility rather than a
private task to be approached on
an every-family-for-itself basis.
This, informed sources said yesterday, is the significance of the
President’s statement to a news
conference Wednesday that "the
emphasis will be on community
shelters" in the new civil defense
program which he will submit to
congress in January.
Informants warned, however,
against expecting the federal government to underwrite the entire
cost of a national shelter construction program.
What Kennedy has in mind, they
indicated, is a much more modest
program of incorporating shelter
space in new public buildings
which are constructed for ordinary
civic purposes.

,h.art,

INFURIATED INVALIDThe antics of Antoinette the maid, portrayed by Maria Wide, bring
hypochondriac Argan, played by Will Gatliff,
to a roaring fury when she accuses him of not

being ill. He strikes her with his cane in this
sene from "The Imaginary Invalid" which opens
tonight at 8:15 in the College Theater.

2 Fellowships SJS Junior iSocialist Tells
’Prerequsites
To Be Given To Head
Yell Leaders For Peace

Federal grants might he made
available to cover the additional
cost of including shelter space in
Sen. John F. Thompson ol Santa
new city halls, community centers,
school buildings, or similar public Clara county announced this week
structures built with state or local that two legislative research felfunds.
lowships will be awarded for the
Kennedy emphasized at his news academic year 1962-63.
conference that the program under
The California legislative internconsideration would "require coopsponsored jointly
eration between the federal gov- ship program is
errunent and the states and locali- by the University of California,
ties."
Stanford university. Univeisity of
He plans to outline his proposals Southern California, Claremont
to the Civil Defense committee of graduate school and the California
the National Governors’ confer- State Assembly.
ence, headed by Gov. Nelson
The fellowship program will be
Rockefeller of New York, at a
White House meeting some time in effect for the first time in 196263; and two people will probably
in December.

Pete Schmid, junior from Vandenburg Air Force base, will be
head yell leader during the coming
basketball and the 1962 football
seasons, it was announced at
rally held in the men’s gym last
night.
Schmid, an assistant yell leader
this year, will work with the present yell crew until the end of

be chosen.

Admission Charge
Likely in Future
Musical Specials

RESEARCH STAFF AIDES
Persons appointed to these fellowships will serve as fulltime research staff aides to the Assembly
and will receive a stipend commensurate as well as their regular

Although the general public was
given free admission to Spartan
programs committee’s Christmas
musical festival, "Amahl and the
Night Visitors," future programs
will probably have an admission
charge, according to Dick Dodson,
activities adviser.

academic salar).

But Dodson added there is no set
policy regarding whether or not
admission should be charged.
No admission was charged at the
Christmas musical because of an
agreement made by the committee
with the American Federation of
Musicians, Local 153. The San Jose
union obtained from the recording
industry’s trust funds a grant
which was used to hire an orchestra for the musical.
The SJS Music department originally was to have provided the
orchestra. They later decided it
would be best to have is professional orchestra perform, stated
Dodson.
Since the musical had already
cost the Spartan programs committee over $3200, it could not afford to hire a professional orchestra.
The AFM agreed to obtain the
grant and assemble an orchestra
for the show if the committee did
not charge admission.
Other programs scheduled by
the committee include a violinist
in March and a ballet in April.

The program also serves as a
method of providing the state with March when ur new group of ;Lssislants will be chosen by Rally cornexpert research staff assistance.
niittee.
QUALIFICATIONS
Featured on the rally was a
Applicants must be under 40
"Spartan Talent Show," a "farceyears of age and members of the type" skit presented by two SJS
faculty of it college or university sophomore coeds, Judi Goias; and
Sydney Woott
In California.
Basketball coach Stir Inman
Preference will he given to those
talk to the small gathteaching courses dealing with gov- gave a pep
ering of rooters. Two senior memand
affairs
public
and
ernment
bets of the team, center Joe Braun
who ate interested in the legisla- and guard Vance Barnes, also
tive process of California.
spoke.
The winner of the Spardi-Ilead
DEADLINE SET
Applications arc due .1an. 2. In- contest was not announced at the
committerviews will be made in March rally because the judging
Rally commitanti appointments will be made in tee hasn’t yet told
tee members who it is, according
April.
to Keith Nicoles, rally chairman.
Appointees will serve from Sep- The judges were to have selected
tember 1. 1962 through June :to, the winner yesterday morning.
1963.
The Spartanettes and yell leadFurther information and appli- ers led the half-hour rally in yells.
Assistant yell leaders who will
cations may be secured by writing
to the California Legislative In- be working with Sehmld during
ternship Program, ’202 South Hall, the basketball season are Gary
University of California, Berkeley Holbrook, Dennis Chambers, Steve
Frohling and Dennis Olsen.
4, Calif.

The purpose of the fellowships
is to provide selected faculty members with thorough knowledge of:
the problems involved in state government and the legislative process.

l’e-N-1010
PETE SCHMID
... head yell leader

Socialist Norman Thomas last
night
named disarmament, a
strengthening of the United Nations, and finding better ways of
doing away with poverty as the
prime prerequisites for peace.
Addressing an estimated audience of 700 in the auditorium at
Foothill college, Thomas said that
victors and survivors have always
emerged from wars in the past.
but that the next war, if it comes,
will probably have neither victors
nor survivors.
CHANGE IN APPROACH
"You will not handle this problem of war without a radical
change in our approach to peace.
that is a change that goes to the
root of things," he said.
The octogenarian Socialist leader, who was defeated six times in
running for president on the Socialist ticket, boomed out his remarks in clear, robust tones that
could be heard easily in every cornet of the spacious auditorium.
"You must analyze this devil
communism." he said, -you can’t
just call it a devil."
Thomas said that what is wrong
with communism is not its objective. which he described as "impossibly noble."
"From every man according to
Iris ability, to es-cry man aecording to his need. It is a society in
which government will wither
away," he said.
NO COMMUNIST
"My objection to communism is
its totalitarianism." the socialist
added. "which I object to whether
it is the totalitarianism of a dictator or that of the proletariat."
No ()lend to the John Birch society, Thomas was asked to comment on a speech which Dean
Clarence Manitm, Birch society
member. made last month at the
college.
’It is perhaps providential that
Mr. Manion should have been here,
perhaps as an antidote in advance
of the poison.’ Thomas said.
Mr. Thomas said that the time
is not far off when Communist
China will replace the government
of Chiang Kai-shek in the United
Nations. He expressed a wish that
America would initiate such a
move before the U.N. decides to
admit Red China in spite of U.S.
objections.

This event, open to all living
Tickets for the theatrical classic
are on sale daily from 1-5 p.m. in centers, is scheduled for March 23
the College Theater box office. and will be held at the San Jose
Student rates are 50 cents, with civic auditorium from 8 to 11 p.m.
general admission $1.
Living centers participating will
Other members of the cast .in- enter one of the following divielude Mari-Lyn Henry, Beline; sions: men’s, women’s, men and
Maria Wide, Antoinette; Sandra women, and novelty.
Emery, Louison; Leo Namba, BeGroups entering the men’s and
ralde; Charles Latona, Thomas
Diatoms: Delray Franks, Diafor- women’s divisions may have a minus; Edward China, Purgon; Philip imum of 25 and a maximum of 35
Bargabus, Fleurant; and Lawrence members participating.
McLaughlin. Bonnefoy.
Groups entering the mixed diviJohn R. Kerr, associate profes- sion may enter as many as 50 but
sor of drama, directed the produc- no more than 60 participants.
tion. Settings were designed by J. Groups entering the novelty diviWendell Johnson, professor of sion may consist of from five to
drama, and costumes fashioned by 20 members.
Joe Markham. Kenneth Dorst, asFollowing the performances, five
sistant professor of drama, is in
awards will be presentedone per
charge of lighting.
division and a sweepstakes trophy
Music for the play was comfor the best group participating.
posed by Stanley Hollingsworth,
"Fm in the Mood for
assistant professor of music.
with the blank left for entrants to
fill in, is the theme of the songfest. The word each group selects
will be the theme it will be expectThere will be no Friday Flicks ed to follow. Each group is given
film tonight. The next sched- an eight minute limit to perform
uled film will be the Alfred and get on and off the stage.
Hitchcock thriller, "Psycho," on
Groups entering the songfest are
Dec- 8 at 730 p.m. in Morris required to file an application at
Dailey auditorium, according to Adrn242 by Dec. 11. Themes will
tin, Friday Flicks chair- be due at this lime. A fine of $100
Floyd
man.
will be charged any group dropping out after Dec. 11

No Friday Flicks

world wire
RISsIA LOSES INTEREST IN TEST BAN TREATY
GENEVA (UPDDiplomatic sources said yesterday it looked
as if Russia had bast all interest in a nuclear test ban treaty, with or
without controls. They rated as near zero chances for agreement here
between the United States, Britain and the Soviet Union. The sources
said Russia’s indifference emerged clearly at the first round of the
resumed talks, and that Moscow apparently accepted an invitation to
reopen the Geneva conference only to recoup propaganda losses
caused by Russia’s recent series of fallout -loaded explosions.
REDS DECLARE U.S. TROOPS A ’PROVOCATION’
The U.S. Army ordered another infantry
BERLIN (UPI)
company yesterday to move through the Soviet zone along the superhighway from Berlin to West Germany. The move came in the face
of a new Soviet charge that such troop movements are designed as
"Provactions." "It’s our autobahn and we can drive up and down it
any time we want to," one Army official said.
BIG THREE OPPOSE U.N. RESOLUTION
opposition by the
Despite
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (UPI)
United States, Britain and France, the main Political Committee of
the United Nations voted 57-12 yesterday for a resolution seeking to
restrict the spread of nuclear weapons. Thirty-two countries abstained.
The resolution now goes to the General Assembly where passage was
indicated by the committee vote. It calls on Acting Secretary General
Thant to determine conditions under which non-nuclear countries
would refuse to accept atomic weapons on their territories.
AMERICAN SPACEMAN’READY TO (10’
CAPE CANAVERAL UPI)
A 40 -year-old Marine will ride
America’s first maimed flight into orbit, but he will need something
akin to a miracle to make the space trip this year. Astronaut John
H. Glenn jr. VOWed he was "ready to go now" His selection to make
the first orbital trip was announced Wednesday. But scientists have
grounded him until they can solve the troubles that caused a premature end to an attempt to hurl a chimpanzee three times around
the earth Wednesday.
U.S. OFFICIAL
BIRCH SOCIETY WILL FAIL
SAN RAFAEL (UPI r --Asst. Atty. Gen Howard H. Jewell predicted Wednesday night the John Birch society and other rightist
groups in the nation would disintegrate for lack of power. He said
such movements would hzive to resort to military men and try to
form a military group if they were going to take over the country.
"And this sort of action is so foreign that I cannot see it becoming
very successful," he said.
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Alternative to Mediocrity?
San Jose State College architecture has, once again, come
under frontal attack, this time from members of the state legislature, who have expressed both disapproval and concern about
the structures that have been and are now being erected.
The criticisms made of the architecture go beyond the attack on "Swayback Hall," Assemblyman Thomas Rees’ (DLos Angeles) designation of the 5-year-old sagging SJS library
building now closed for remodeling and reconstruction.
Rees and other members of the Assembly Government
Organization committee, which met on campus Monday, are
primarily concerned with a bill proposed by Rees which would
require that private architects be invited to compete on every
state building costing more than a million dollars.
State Architect Anson Boyd has replied to the attacks leveled at the state division of architecture by claiming that his
office is "non-policy forming" and that it must design its buildings within financial limitations imposed by the department of
finance and the legislative analyst’s office.
Recognizing the obvious necessity of fitting buildings to
financial limitations, one might ask the question: Are the
buildings designed by the division of architecture the most economical, the most functional and the most beautiful that can
be had for the investment, or are they merely an alternative,
much as the proposed plans for a South Bay bridge were shown
to be merely an alternative?
San Jose State, like most of the state colleges, is suffering
from tremendous growing pains, and is in dire need of additional facilities and classrooms. But, the question arises, is this
excuse enough to allow the erecting of rushed-through buildings
which may need additions, subtractions or general patching up
because of mistakes, oversights, budget trimmings and failings
in communication in the planning stages?
It would be a great tragedy if the California educational
institutions, which Chancellor Buell Gallagher referred to as
"crown jewels," were to be placed in structurally, functionally
and architecturally inferior, second-rate settings.
Perhaps allowing private architects to take a crack at designing certain state buildings would present a possible alternative to future mediocrity.
--J.T.

SAY VIC
PIZZA PARLOR
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER

("Across from Fufurarna Bowl")

SEE AND HEAR . . . FRI. & SAT.
BANJO AND RINKY-TINK PIANO
MUSIC 9 P.M. TILL 2 P.M.
SUNDAY ONLY . . .
See and Hear a Fabulous Trio

The Street Singers
Action Starts at 5 P.M.
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA
SHOPPING CENTER at LAWRENCE
STATION ROAD
Open Daily 4 P.M. ’til 2 A.M
Across from Futurarna Bowl
*************************************************

To Brighten
His Christmas

11*

Plus
S&H
Green
Stamps

Rich new
stitch!
bY

LoRD JEFFI.

He’ll like the slim,
trim look so popular
today. 6-button
-se
cardigan with
contrasting
is piping for a
distinctive
* dash of color.
Shell stitching
* for a rich
is quality air.
100,,: pure
* Australian wool,
*
* side slashes for
* hip fit. In short,
just about everything
a sweater can have!
Shop early for your
favorite color.

Men’s ’Big’ Feet
Irritate Technician
For Moliere’s Play

Panel Discussion
TO Present Views
On ’Penal System’

By GEORGE MARTIN
Problem: Where do you find
10 pair of men’s high-heeled
shoes which look as if they were
current in Moliere’s time?
This is the sort of problem
Joe Markham, costume technician for the Speech and Drama
department, copes with daily in
the hectic world of the SJS costume lab.
Markham, who worked on costumes for "The Imaginary Invalid" which opens tonight,
came up with an unusual answer to the shoe problem.
"We find that the thing
which looks most like them," he
said, "are women’s orthopedic
oxfords. These are difficult to
find, because men have much
larger feet than women, so we
have a small but very jealously
guarded supply of large women’s
orthopedic shoes."
"The Imaginary Invalid,"
which will continue its run tomorrow and Dec. 6-9 in the College Theater, is the most elaborately costumed play to be presented this year. This, of course,
brings up many problems to
Markham, who had to design
12 new costumes out of the 14
used in the play.
The long, flowing doctor’s
robes used in the play are based
on the 1599 Oxford University
Doctor of Medicine robe. "The
primary deviation I’ve made in
the design is where the original
robes had plain black and white
stripes, I have used bright colored gathers," he says.
"The color combinations," he
reports, "have been stolen from
oriental Christmas decorations.
I’ve used these," Markham confides, "simply because they are
the gaudiest combinations I can
find."
Eight of the male characters in
the play wear wigs, which were
designed for previous productions by Associate Professor of
Drama Bernice Prisk. The care
of these wigs, according to the
technician, is a precise craft.
"They’re made from rayon
horsehair, which we order from
New York," he says. "It costs
$2.50 per pound, and it takes
about a pound to make a wig."
Wigs are set like human hair.
"When they get straggly," he
explained, "we simply wrap them
in strips of wet cloth, and this
presses the hair back in place.
When they get wilted, we simply
reset them."

"A Look at Our Penal System," a panel discussion sponsored by the Social Justice committee of the First Unitarian
church, will be presented Friday
at 8 p.m. in Hattie Porter hall,
160 N. Third St.
The panelists include Richard
R. Backman, San Jose attorney
who is a graduate of the University of California at Berkeley;
Lt. James Geary, lieutenant commander of the Santa Clara county jail, a senior sociology major
at SJS: Mrs. Rosemary Goodenough, chairman of the Santa
Clara county jail auxiliary, who
was a delegate to the World
Conference on Penal Systems
held in England last year and
Dr. Harvey Powelson, Orinda
psychoanalyst, who was resident
psychiatrist at San Quentin
prison and the author of a controversial article on that prison,
published in the American Psychiatric Journal.
This is the third in a series
of programs presented under the
general theme of "The Honesty
of Our Accepted Social Ethics."
The January program will be
"How Shall We Pay for Our
Medical Costs" and the February program will be "Morality
and Welfare Funds," according
to Patricia S. Bowman, chairman of the Social Justice committee.
The programs are open to the
general public free of charge.
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CSEA Dinner
Set Tomorrow
The annual California State
Employees assn. banquet plus
an evening of entertainment and
fun will be tomorrow evening at
Havenly Foods restaurant in San
Jose.
Tickets for the event are still
on sale in the Students Affairs
Business office, TH16, at $1.50
for members and $3.50 for nonmembers.
Co-chairmen for the banquet
are Miss Mary Lou Montgomery,
business manager’s office, and
Dr. James Stevenson, industrial
arts.
Entertainment for the evening
will feature Dean Stanley Benz,
Dr, William Padfield, associate
professor of education, and Dr.
James Anderson and his "theater orchestra." Dr. Pete Zidnak,
associate professor of business,
will preside as master of ceremonies.

Music Prof Plans
Halftime Program
Music from Broadway productions will be presented tonight at the basketball game
between SJS and Chico state
college.
Organized by Dr. Gus Lease,
associate professor of music, the
program will be presented during the halftime festivities of the
season’s opening game. Charles
Corr will serve as master of
ceremonies.
The Spartan Pep Band will
also take part in the program.
QUOTES FROM THE NEWS
MOSCOW (UPI 1The Tass
version of President Kennedy’s
charge that Fidel Castro has
broken his promise to hold free
elections:
"The Soviet journalist was interested to know whether the
President admits that U.S. interference in the affairs of Cuba
was a mistake. Kennedy persisted in justifying the policy of his
country with regard to its small
but heroic neighbor."

Thrust and Parry
Churchman Supports
College Chancellor
I feel the vicious attack upon
Chancellor Buell Gallagher by
the Rev. George L. Moore, vice
president of the American Council of Christian Churches of California, reported yesterday in the
Spartan Daily, deserves a reply
from another churchman.
First the attack was irresponsible! Those of us who know
and respect Dr. Gallagher as an
outstanding fighter against any
form of human activity which
would enslave a man are
ashamed at such insinuations as
made by the Rev. Moore.
Secondly, American Christianity is a confusing picture! But
one must not think the American Council of Christian Churches represents the thinking of the
major denominations. It is the
National Council of Churches of
Christ to which the 31 major
denominations belong, representing 40 million members. It is the
American Council which the
Rev. Moore represents. I write
this so the readers will not
damn all Christians just because
some choose to be irresponsible!
Don Emmel
Presbyterian Campus Pastor

’Don’t Pre-Judge,’
Greek Advises
Editor:
(An open letter to Bob Arita.)
Your article in Wednesday’s
paper aroused both my interest
and disgust. I disagree with you
on many points, but space does
not permit my rebuttal of all of
them.
I feel I am qualified to answer
you for two reasons. First, I have
been a Greek on two different
campuses on the West Coast,
and second I have been an independent. I feel I know both
sides of the fence.
In essence you say the Greek
at SJS is prejudiced. Let’s take
a look at the word prejudice. It
means to pre-judge or to form an

Weekend Co-Rec
Sets Family Day
Weekend Co-Rec will resume
activities, after the Thanksgiving holiday, tomorrow in the
Men’s gym from 12:30-4:30 p.m.
This week’s plans include a
Family Day, where children’s activities will be conducted with
adult supervision. This will begin at 1:30 p.m., according to Jim
Pelckain, director.
A trampoline period will be
offered from 3-4 p.m.
The regular Co-Rec program
of badminton, ping-pong, volleyball and basketball, as well as
swimming from 1-4 p.m., will be
conducted.
BIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21 $713
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend)
Single men under 25: $252 less $43
dividend, or a net of $209.
$10/20,000 Bodily Injury Liability:
$5.000 Property Dam age and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
comparable savings Payments can be
made once. twice or four times a year
Call or write for full information to
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & site).

opinion before hand. This Mr.
Arita is exactly what you have
done.
The Greek system at SJS is
relatively new. The national fraternities and sororities began
coming to this campus in 1948.
Compared with Greek systems of
most other colleges we are just
beginners. Yet SJS Greeks are
already in a state of transition.
Not only concerning admission
of other races and nationalities
to their ranks, but also in other
aspects.

expression of opinion. The
Winton committee, which intends
t,
seek a remedy in legislation
the bad public architecture for
Cali.
forms has been getting. provides
merely a second vindication
of
Dr. de la Croix. Last year
he
won the Rome Prize for the
history of architecture, and is
presently on leave to study at
the American academy in
Rome.
Not only has his professional
competence been again vindicated, but also, I am sure, his pet).
fessional integrity as a coura
geous scholar.

You might have noticed that
within the last few years the
Greeks have continually been
"modernizing" 11th St. with new
structures, and more are yet to
come. Another aspect of transition is that the fraternities are
getting, or have had, house mothers. Pledging is becoming more
lenient and at the same time
more constructive.

Dr. Richard G. Tansey
Professior, history of art

heti, clate
EL

RANCHO DRIVE.IN
Alma
Almaden
SARDONICus

So I say to you Mr. Arita,
don’t pre-judge, give us a chance
before shooting your mouth off.
Bruce Wiseman
ASB 14396

PAandRISBLLIES

GAY THEATER

400 South First
BALLAD OF A SOLDIER
In Russian
and
LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN

i

Decision Vindicates
Criticism, Says Prof
lEstitor:
The Winton Committee on
Government Organization of the
California Legislature, meeting
on this campus Monday, Nov. 27,
appeared to agree that much of
the building piled up throughout
California by the State Division
of Architecture in recent years
has been tenth-rate stuff, particularly the work on this campus since 1951. I regard the
Committee’s consensus as a
vindication of the judgment of
my colleague Dr. Horst de la
Croix, professor of art history
here, who had the courage two
years ago to point out the architectural defectiveness of the
Art buildingamong other examples. Dr. de la Croix was severely and publicly censured by
the college administration, especially in respect to his professional competence; he was harshly censured for his frank, justified and entirely professional

1
*
*
:
SARATOGA THEATER :
*14502 Big Basin Way - Saratoga*
*
*
THE BIG DEAL ON
*
*
MADONNA STREET
*
*
and
*
*
* UPS7AIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS *II:
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
South First and Alma
BACK STREET
PARIS BLUES
Also
IN LOVE AND WAR

TOWNE THEATER
1433 The Alameda
ANGRY SILENCE

i British Film of Communist irllitretio
into Trade Unions
ALSO
HIDDEN FORTRESS

TROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-IN THEATER
1969 Alum Rock A
Second Big Week ...
SUSAN SLADE
PRIMITIVE PARADISE
anitnirer*******Vrartrantr**rir*****

OPEN
MONDAY,
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY
NIGHTS
TILL 9

just
think
of it...
you can open a new
Roos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE

and all you need is a
Student Body Card!
in San Jose: First at Santa Clara
CYpress 2-72(52
COPYAKINT Si lees, YMC COCA.COLA COMPANY, COCACO..0 coAC AAC ACOMPIRLO 04.01.0111

No, ma’am, this is not
Tico’s Tacos . . .

$19.95

Open until 9 tonite ... Beginning next week,
open every night until Christmas

Yes ma’am, they do have the best tacos in San Jose ...
But lady, you’ve got the wrong
number . . . this is Santa
Cla
fit7
Of course I like Tices
Tacos ...
Oh, I see, you
wanted to

place your gift

FOR

mien

SANTA CLARA at SECOND
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
PARK FREE .. . 20 So 2nd
City Parking Tickets Validated

39 So 3rd

order ...
You wont
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wrapped?

7ico,J7aco,:s
4th and St. James
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Miss

:
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OPEN
WIDE and SAY A -H-H-H!
Get that ref rolling new feeling with Coke!
lottlad *mist aosorib ot nis coca CA company by COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY Of SAN lOSE, San lose. Cal.turnit
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t*INDERELLA’ REIGNS
Winding tip a busy month and
siewing and judging
as hall if
brothers of
pretty hopefols, the
have ;inthetax frateinity for their
finalists
flame& the
honors Final’Cinderella Girl’
Jennie Irving, Delta
ists include
Alpha Chj
Gamma; Sue Berry,
Gamma Phi
omega; Cindy Bull,
Polito, Chi Omega,
it Carol
Sullivan, Alpha Phi.
and Colleen
beauty and poise
Chosen for her
personality and
3i well as her
will
intelligence, the lucky coed
tomorrow night
oe crowned
court wilt be
when shr and her
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LUTHERAN STUDENTS AT SIS
SHOP EARLY
Tin. I lii’’ Fir Ilse been ahead of
ilw iliparimeut stores for eels.
sink,. genius a running start for
Christina. dirrios the four weeks.
\,,e dial the aloe,
of
ore lakiita looser Icor’ do your
that you Pill
xnitnturdl.
eejei:kun
Stioslay.
,1,rin In;.Lunn
Church
ho
it the Conic: this Sunday:
The Rev. Dr. Massey H. Shepherd, Jr.
"HIM the Church Has Sung the
Good News."
300 SOUTH 10th
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Nal.anal Lutheran Council

St. Thomas Chapel
-,,,dent chapel for the doub.er,
quest,ner, and believer

Morning WorshipSin., 10 a.m.
Sermon
"Untapped Poorer Is Available"
Placa: CCC l0th and San Carlos
Lutheran %dui Association
Tuesday at 7 p.m.
’Discrimination Clauses’’
’Concerns Ow Angola’
and
Tree Trimming Party

RADISE

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. (0th at San Carlos
Allan DleMr Campus Pastor

Sy MARIE LOPEZ
Society Editor
honored at a dinner-dance at
Kris Anderson and Phoebe MorShadowbrook Lodge.
raes. Gold discs were awarded
to those women with an overall
AND A NEW PRINCESS
three point grade average, as
well as to the coed with the
Not to be outdone. Sigma Nu
most improved grades. DGs will
will have a new White Rose
hold their Christmas party for
Princess tomorrow night when
blind children in conjunction
actives. pledges and their dates
with Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
dine and dance at 13rookdale
Dec. 10. The following evening.
Lodge at their :avert(’ annual
Dec. 11, Anchor Man, Dick Bea White Rose Princess Ball. Semicell. vial be guest of honor at
finalists chosen at a barbecue
the house. On Dec. 13, the Delta
at the chapter house last week
Gamma house mill he the scene
include Betty Pfleg and Mary
ol the annual Cnristmas get-toJane Tosteson,
Alpha
On
gether for friends and guests.
Omega; Pam Gustin and Karen
Tetz, Kappa Alpha Theta;
TOTS TO RE FETED
Karen West and Fans Nelson,
Details for the joint Kappa
Alpha Phi; Lani Lathrop, Delta
Alpha Theta -Sigma Alpha EpsiGamma; Judy Ilickscn and
lon Christmas party for the chilCathy Fountain, Gamma Phi
dren of the San Jose Day NursBeta; Valerie Hone, Kappa
ery are being worked out by
Kappa Gamma. and Claudia
members of both groups. The
Goodale, Sigma Kappa.
party will take place Dec. 10.
TOP DG’S HONORED
TACO SALE SUNDAY
The Delta Gamma Mothers
If you go for tasty, hot tacos
Club recently presented awards
at budget pricessit tip and
to the members of each class
take
heed! The combined pledge
with the highest grade point
classes ol Alpho Omicron Pi and
average for the previous two
Sigma Phi Epsilon are sponsorsemesters. Fall, 1960 honors
ing a Taco feed Sunday from
went to Wanda Brcokshire. sen2:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the Sig EP
ior; Judy Parent junior; Sherrie
chapter house, 281 S. 11th st.
Arcemont, sophomore and Kris
Prices for a taco and a soft
Anderson, pledge class. Spring
drink are set at 40 cents per
semeste, awards went to Mariperson and 70 cents for two.
lyn Batritis, Sherrie Ateemant
Proceeds will go towards a
Christmas party for underprivileged children.

FOCUS

For Meaningful Existence

Worship Sunday
At One Of These Nearby

Methodist Churches
FIRST

ST. PAUL’S

Santa Clore fah
its., t:30 111 11 a.m.
Sermon:
Semnoe
"The Werld
JJacicent &Jew;

10111 at San Salvador* II:00 a.m.
So, or
1,13,t
‘feu. Or:

Donald A. Getty,

Rev. James C.
Ennone-inn.

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
(Methodist Student Cente,,
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. and
throughout the week.
CV 2.3707
Sik and Santa Clare
J. Renton Wh,tes Campus M,e,,fe,

Spartan l
3rd & San

,

-(4

AHtltIlIll

Sunday: 9:45 Seminar
Panel: Sex and All That
5:45
Coming: Curling Party. Dee, 9th
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Don’t Read This!
11. ynn .4, undo, 21 ynart nrd)

3
Clara
IIADOEMI

3
If you’re under the "legal" age,.
limit, pieces disregard this ad.
Thank you. Now, if you ARE 21
(or older), you’re cordially invited
to attend the "Sneak Preview"
opening al The AwfulAwful today
and Saturday between the hours
of 4 p.m. and 2 ems. The refreshments are 20e. It’ll be o ge.serl

I

The Awful Awful
060
;300+ 1.,+
Street

1 mile south

of the fairgroundst:

PLEDGES HOLD DANCE
Phi Mu sorority held their fall
pledge dance at the Hilton Inn
at San Francisco airport with
members and their dates dancing to the music of Bill Trimble
and his combo. New pledges to
the sorority are Margaret Close,
Diane Nisewanger and Suzanne
Schooler. Phi Mu coeds are planning a "Roaring Twenties" party
for Dec. 17. Members and their
dates will wear styles popular
in those "fabulous twenties."
The Phi Mu pledge class recently
entertained Kappa Delta pledges
at an informal coffee hour at
the house.
IT’S ’PARENTS DAY’
Sigma Pi fraternity will hold
its annual Parents Day Open
House this Sunday afternoon at
2 o’clock. Included in the program are dinner and entertainment by various members of the
Ii ou se . Last weekend, the
brothers of Sigma Pi helped set
tip chairs for the Earl "Fatha"
Hines Jazz concert at the San
Jose fairgrounds. The concert
was given for the benefit of the
Alice-in-Wonderland chapter of
the Cripple Children’s Society.
KAPPAS TO HOLD BRUNCH
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
hold
their semesterly
will
Friendship Brunch tomorrow
morning at the SJS chapter
house from 10 to 12 noon.
Friends and members of sororities and living centers are cordially invited to attend. Following thebrunch, songs and skits
with a travel theme will he
presented. Chairman for the
event is Diane Demon,
NEWMAN CLUB DANCE
Bids have gone on sale for
Newman Club’s annual Christmas dance according to Pete
Bohley. social chairman. This
year’s dance theme is "Heavenly." All SJS students are invited.
The dance will be held Dec. 9
at Havenly Foods restaurant
from 9 p.m. to 1. a.m. Dress will
be suits or dinner jackets for
men and cocktail dresses or
formals for women. The bids are
priced at $3.50 for Newman
members and $4.50 for nonmembers.

of Pershing Rifles were honori.il
at the semi-annual initiation
ceremony and dinner Wednesday, Nov. 29. Receiving National
Achievement Medals for their
contributions to the organization
were Army ROTC officers. lsrt
Lt. William Dias, 1st Lt. Alfred
Royal and Capt. R. J. Torre.
Capt. Gabriel Vega made the
presentations at the event held
at the Officers Club at Moffet
Field. Major Russel L. Johnson.
associate professor of military
science and Capt. Stanley J.
Lobodinski, assistant professor
of military science, attended the
ceremonies.
NEWLY PINNED
Bev Homan, Chi Omega junior
education major, King City, to
Jim Nevis. Alpha Tau Omega
junior business education major,
San Jose.
HEADING FOR A WEDDING
A June wedding is planned by
Ann Madden, Kappa Alpha Theta
senior from Vallejo. and Al Lavezzo, University of California
alumnus now attending Stanford
Law school.
Kathy Stephens, Sigma Kappa junior elementary education
major, Berkeley, has announced
her engagement to Dick Thomas
of San Jose. The couple plan a
wedding early next spring.
Delta Zeta house prexy Jane
Sloneker has set a wedding date
of June 16 for her marriage to
Stanford alumnus Robert Best,
an ensign in the U. S. Navy.
Jane. a senior kindergarten -primary education major, and her
fiance are both from Stockton.
Their marriage will take place
in Yokuska Japan.

lIt III oFFICERM HONORED
1,i,, members of the S.!,
chapter of the NatiiIllai SOCEE. I

and Entertainment
’,tont

5.15 Folksong club, first meeting. International Student Center, 7 p.m.

.assoeiated

Newman club, bids on sale for
Dec. 9 Christmas formal, $3.50
for club members. $4.50 for
others, Newman Hall, 7t S
Fifth St.

Indetwailent stir -

Panhellenic Group
Slates Workshop

Kappa Delta PI, pledging, cafeteria rooms A and B, 4 p.m.

’The SJS Panhellenic comic..
made of two representatis...
from each sorority., will be hos- ess to the University of
Panhellenic council tumor,

Kola club, beginners meet at
7:30 p.m., intermediates at 9
p.m.. women’s gymnasium.

A registration period iii ii
coffee hour will begin the pi,
gram at 9 a.m., followed by ill.
keynote speaker. Mrs. Charleai.

TOMORROW
Weekend Co-Ree, general activities, 12:30-4,30 p.m.; swimming, 1-4 p.m.: trampoline, 1:304 p.m., men’s gymnasium.

Liebau. activities adviser, who
will speak on "Wanted: The
Panhellenic Woman."

Theta Chi fraternity, basketball game with irunates of Soledad state prison, Soledad prison.
10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.. free admission.

Workshops will Ix ill I hi.
cafeteria u’neetinY rooms, whet,
representatives mill discuss a
hypothetical case concerning a
typical campus situ:di:xi.

HMO. Chanakah dance, Newman hall, 8:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
Wesley foundation. program:
"Meaning of Advent" followed
by making puppets for children,
First Methodist church, Fifth

For the first time, the workshop, which is an annual event
at SJS, will include another
campus grcup, s,cording to
Lolly Fasani group publicity
cha lemon.

Beauty Car’
At Low, Low Prices
All work clone by qualified
btudents under supervision.

B

r-e\
EAUTY COLLEGE
1

115 West San Fernando St.

’616

"ATTENTION"

VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS
Repairing by Qualified Mechanic,
Completely Equipped Shop
Genuine Parts Replacement
Guaranteed WorkPlus Real Savings
Evemeqs
Available Sunday
OPEN 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.Intl. Saturdays

972 Chestnut St
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BUB at Grodins
- to

We’re afraid you
may be wearing the
type Ivy that’s poi.
son for you. Frankly,
there is much to be
said in favor of the
trimness of Ivy. However, you’ll find many
varieties of natural shoulder clothing
ranging from moderate to extreme.
The secret’s to select the version
that does most for you. And, natur.
ally, we like to think we’re experts
in helping fellows do that

To Tom S The only difference
between a hopsack and hopsacking
fabric is "I -N-6". By either some
it’s recommended for school wear.

HOFFEE’S GARAGE

CY 3-2961

Owner, Marvin Hoffer*
I III. W of Coleman Bet. Madding .0 Freeway, San Josts

01
"We depend upon the it
80 per cent of our money," he
said. "This is a serious and difficult problem."

WHAT’S GOING ON, ON CARPUS?

.PANTI-LEGS
ntArs WHAT!

Children will be allowed to
sing such carols as "Jingle
Bells," or "White Christmas."
But religious songs "or nativity
scenes in the classroom are out."
he said.

What’s going on girls in every
college in the country? PANT!.
LEGS by GLEN RAVEN...the
fabulous ,1,1,1 fashion that’s reek.
Inc girdles, garters and garter
initu ofd fashion! A canny corn(nation of sh
t stretch stock :rigs and non -transparent stretch
panty brief. PANTI-LEGS aro
ci statically comfortable with cam.
pos togs, date frocks, all your
espe’,..und -the-eloek clothes
cially the new culottes and under
or
bulge.,
wrinkle
Na
sag,
oacks.
1 o -n -g wearing. Of sleek Enka
Nylon. Available in three shades
of beige plus black tint. Seamless
or with seams. Petite, Medium,
Medium Toll, Tall.
Seamleee, $3.00. 2 for $5.90.
With seams (non-run), $250,
2 for $4.90.

Vet Vouchers Due
Cal veterans must sign November attemlance vouchers to’day through Tuesday in the
cashiers office. Adm263, to receive checks prior to Christmas,
according to Edith Graves,
cashicr
WE SPECIALIZE IN -

REPAIRING

ati, SWISS

AND AMERICAN
WATCHES CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY

SUM.

Spielor Eland% chairman nil
Young Republicans to speak i.,
"Aims and Ideals of the Organ,
cat ion," CI1150, 330 p.m.

German club, trip to Lick observatory, private cars will meet
outside women’s gymnasium,
4:45 p.m.; stop for dinner to be
made at Deer park station.

lie said the order also resulted
from a ruling by Dist. Atty
Keith Sorensen that Christinal.
songs of religious background
could violate state laws against
the "practice of reliatan"
schools.

FI.OWERS

Allen hall, speaker: A. Russell
Lunsford, assistant director of
civil defense in San Jose, "Preparation or Panic." Allen hall’s
informal lounge, 8 p.m.

Pershing Rifles, annual Pershing Rifles Queen contest, E118,
8 p.m.

SULLIVAN

dente, meeting to discuss membership drive and st. nrogrenn.
TH53, 7 p.m.

MONDAY
Dr.
Junior chow, speaker
Lowell M. Walter. chief counselor, "A Philosophy of Student
Government," CH160. 3:30 p.m.

International Student organization, .sor.:ia I, International Student Center, 8 p.m.

Frederick E. Lucas. superintendent said the order stemmed
from fear that religious carols
at Christmas would offend 11011 Christians at the schools in this
area of coastal communities in
northern San Mateo county.

’DREAM I. I 1- SEMILNAIIIED
Alpha Omicron Pi "Dream
Guy" Terry Dyckmitn was serenaded by AOPi members this
week at their Monday night
meeting. Founders Day will be
observed at the chapter house
Dec. 14, when alumni, ileliVeY:
and pledges hold their annual
celebration of the sorority which
dates back to Dec. 8. 1897.

Sig Ep-A0P1, tams feed. 40
cents a person, 70 cents for two.
Sig Ep chapter house, 281 S.
11th ’at., 2:30-5:30 p.m.

Npartaramp, counselor interview sign-up deadline., College
Union.

REDWOOD CITY (UPItt
Religious carols and nativity
scenes were banned yesterday
from Christmas observances at
eight schools in the Laguna
Salada Elementary School district.

^

and Santa Clara sts.. 7..10 p.11l..
dinner served at 6 pin.

TODAY
OrientatIon week, counselor
interview sign-up deadline, College Union.

School District
Bans Carols,
Nativity Scenes

We can’t see it either. Duck, but
every once in a while this "incompatibility" theory pops up. Why,
we don’t know. Bain button.down
collars and bows are casual wear
items. Put them together, if you
like.
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Have you a problem? Tell it to
us. It your knot’s not coming out
right regardless how you tie it, our
illustrated leaflet. TIE RIGHT, will
Make it easy Your copy’s waiting
for you at

GRODINS

S

SKOP
JEWELERS

1417 E SANTA CLA11/1 ST.
SAN JOSE
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Old -Time Fun

SPARTAN DAILYS

Friday. December 1 1961
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VA LEE Y FAIR
2801 Steven Creek Boulevard

12860 SOUTH 1st STREET
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the Fairground%
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Army or Navy to Pasadena?

Spartan Poloists Second
In NorCal Tournament

Football Coaches Tap 1961
All Americans. 3 Repeaters

the Pasadena "lassie
SAN FRANCISCO (UP11--The
Year’s Day.
Big Five, in a sudden change of
But Toni Hanson, Big Fine sus.
mind, announced yesterday That it
San Wise Slit’s varsity water competo in the Olympic Games., won’t make a decision on UCLA’s licit), director, said that fss
polo club wound up second in the This included Irwin Zador who I Rose Bowl foe until Saturday schools Lire still Mulct
tion.
Northern California Water Polo’ was named the outstanding player! night.
Championships Wed nesd a y at , of the 1952 and 1956 Olympics
esecutive diToni
r1
.leagilre
Island and Spartan Jim ! while competing for Hungary. SJS
rector ot the Athletic AssociaNionsees was named the tourna- Coach Lee Walton said.
tion of Western juts ersitien.
scoring
Over
Monsees led Spartan
Varlet,
ment’s most valuable player.
early yesterday set an announceBEST DONUTS IN TOW,,
with
Club
: against the Olympic
bowed to powerful San
ment for tonight. But less than
too goals, while Steve Skold got
an hour biter, he reported:
Franelsco Olympic Club 17-3 in
t
other 5.15 marker,
117 S. First
the finals after holding them to
Olsmthe
"We decided to switch the an’
Bob Gaughran paced
a 5-3 lead in the first half.
en
set
night
with
pie Club’s scoring
nouncement to Saturday
Monsees was named the all - goals. while Zador had four and after all college football games
REAL
h:id
Lambert
four es -Spartan
Art
acre completed."
over
player
tournament
is..
HOME
Olympic Club players who have
Speculation hianwillately arose
STYLE
that the %sinner of the Army’, clash noidd he Smiled to
COOKING

1‘.
I’ if .inoing itu, Iii,1
,
Center. Alex Kroll,Rutgers.
nation tor another sear were ;
Roman G abriel,
ack
Quarterback
a
\
sword J oeRoods at I olorado .
.
North Carolina slate.
halfback Ernie this is of ssra\
\
.e3
Hanacks: Ernie Davis, Syraease and fullback B011 Ferguson
’CUM alil.otI114.0.1
cuse, and Jim Saxton, Texas.
of Ohio state. The entire first
Fullback: Bob Ferguson, Ohio
team lined up this way:
Ends: Nth Milinger, Penn state.1 state.
Make o
All members of the first team
and Gari Collins. Maryland.
Date
Isere seniors -pt Bell. The
Tackles: Bill Neighbors, Alafor
south do lll i ll :dist the team
bama, and Bob Bell, Minnesota
Bowling
Guards Joe Romis. Colotado.! tIonalls with tour players(idlllll
tns, Neighbors, Winston and
Como to us for ell your bakery
liabriel, situ it,’ the East earned
steeds. Wedding cokes, party pusthree plass.. the Slitlisest two
trios, birthday cellos cod pies.
and the smiths% est and Rockies
Sae Jose’s finest independent
one eat -h.
Tiss team was selected on the
.:iris of balloting by more than
sots) members of the coaches’ as--eiation. The project is sponsored
V
st. the Eastman Kodak Company
BREAD dr FVISTRY
Ferguson. a 217-pounder who
SHOP
_
sis been slamming the line at a
Ili fair th. Coft.i5r.
-syards-per-carry average through
gis coo,/ to Est’
at his career at Ohio state, was
CT 4-2310
a runaway winner of the fullback
honors with 89 per cent of the
yip
vir -tr.,
ll
iiies cast. Holdover Romig, an
A" average physics major who
o ants to be an astronomer, topBasketball fans arriving at tonight’s season opener early enough
tted the voting for line positions
/if
to see the local cagers go through their pre-game warmup drills will
ind holdover Davis. who has
see a physical marvel.
laoken
all of Jimmy Brown’s
Reference is to Vance Barnes, the senior guard who has astounded
school rushing records at Syraof dining. 11011 NNI /NS
Long a leader in the
fans, players and coaches for the past couple of years with his Jumpiuse, paced the voting for half ing ability.
complements its superb enisini 77itli traditional:7
Not only can the 5-11 leaping machine easily stuff the ball through
elf
quail
warm sersier in a rile:train intim-There
the hoop with both hands, but he is co-holder of the college high
jump record at 6-10.
ganef. and gooti ta-le.
Barnes didn’t high jump for Bud Winter’s track team last year,
hut set the record as a sophomore.
It here
If Barnes has somehow learned how to bound any higher than
Crntnoisseurs
he was last season. Spartan trainer Lincoln Kimura may be the only
trainer in the country to have a re-entry problem on his hands.
Indulge
But Vance Barnes’ jumping ability is not his only claim to fame,
1961 iarsity it stands only to accentuate his all-around excellence on the court.
San Jose
eisslusted a mass as He’s a good shooter, very quick on defense and his leadership
- I
1401 Sa.
on Spartan imiividual ree- qualities add important unity to the team.
,rds, setting sevan new standards
Some of the country’s best players are tremendous jumpers. In
and tying two ()diet s.
the college ranks. Terry Dischinger of Purdue and Chet Walker of
The new marks:
Bradley quickly come to mind. Johnny Green of New York’s KnickerLongest run ftom scrimmage bockers and Jerry West of the Los Angeles Lakers aren’t exactly
Wait Roberts. 92 yards vs. Arizona slouches, either.
-.tate: old matk W3, 88 yards by
*
*
*
11311 Walker vs. Montana in 1952.
pass
clay
Chan
GalLongest
country
team.
Coach Dean Miller’s quintet
cross
Hats
off
to
the
T’S
legos to Mask Burton, 85 yards vs. ol Jeff Fishhaek. Horace Whitehead, Charley Clark. Ben Tacker and
UOP: old mark was 81’ sards. Ron Davis attained great prestige with their second place finish in
Emmett Lee to Oneal Cuterry vs. the NCAA cross country meet at East Lansing, Mich. last Monday.
liswaii in 1959.
With the low scorer the winner, Oregon state took top honors is lb
Most
yards passes received, 68 points and San Jose had 81. Oregon state’s runners finished first.
-ingle game (Near Donahue. 124 12th, 16th, 25th and 51st. The Spartans grabbed fourth I Fishbt,.
s. Washington state.
sixth iClarki. 15th I Davist, 27th (Whitehead, and 58th (Tucks.
Most pass attempts, seasonDale Story won the 4 mile stamina derby in 19:46.2.
Gallegos, 197.
Had tile Spartans been able to use freshmen Danny Murphy and
Most completions. setIPOTI- Gal - Tom Tithe, they probably would have won it. Coach Miller will lose
! egos, 117: old mark was 99, Gene only Clark from this year’s team, and will have Tuite anti Murphy
Menges, 19-19.
next season.
Most touchdown passes receii
The name Story should ring a bell for rabid track fans. Stary was
season Mark Burton, 7.
the one who defeated Charley Clark at the Modesto Relays last May
Most completions. came Gal- in the two-mile ... just a week after Clark had broken the Americ,::
legos. 17 vs. UOP: old mark was collegiate record for the event.
Menges vs. St. Mary’s in 1950 and
Pee
Story also broke the national high school record in the mile
Bob Reinhart vs. San Diego state while at Orange high in Southern California. His 4:11.0 clockin.
iie state meet at Bakersfield in 1959 was preptionfs best at that is
Wonderful to give...wonderful
to receive! Featured for you
1SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY
and yours for the first time in the
SHORT ON TIME?
& HAIR DRYER
beautiful ancient and authentic
Hours, 6 a.m., to 11 pm.
Quick, Friendly Service
’sash Hash Siiiinty’s freshman
Prince Charles Edward Stewart
NO WAITING
est ling team will meet San Jose
Tartan...all Pendleton -died,
ED’S LAUNDROMAT
ty College in the Spartan Mat
and
woven
from
the
finest
spun
497 N. 13th
ni on Tar 41as, Nov. 5 at 331,
Open Sundays
Pacific Northwest virgin wool.
.11.
Checks Cashed With Purchase
The match will mark the firs,
We Glee Blue Chip Stamps
pl.\ I DV-I Ilt.N I iestling competition of the yea:
either the frosh or the varsitj
c
I
Repairing
The iarsity will not compels
Your %ding Sports Cars
So. 10th & Williams
SJS hosts thc Northern Cali(Next to Arnistiong’s Drug)
, nia Intereollegiato Tsurnament
MG %
Sinica
1.y. Dec. 9,
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STEREO
BRAND NEW

MODfl RP -200

AM -FM STEREO
40 Waft Amplifier

’302"
Ill

Old World Charm in Dinin.,
America’s Most Beautiful Hof brau

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

S69,80
SPECIAL

RAPPORT’S
211

1 tt-t

SALE ON
SUNDAY

ALL MERCHANDISE
12 to 6

ALCO-PARAMOUNT
CT 7.7111

Die Rhinelanc,,
Band

Wilda
Baughn
and Her Piano

garden

Fri. & Sat. Nites

I.,,. . a,.

City _114
CY 7-2002

51 So. Market
"IT

V
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711

SAVE
per
3c
,
2c
gal.
Octane Ethyl

100+

92+ Octane Reg.

Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
Castrol
I 00/,, Eastern Bulk
09
cq 151.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Easter:.t . ...ai$n.
package 22a
Cigarettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
p

4th & Williams

10th & Taylor

6th & Keys

ftilaltaisellaillikaressOaskeirkes

camGc

tintique gitciten
(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT)

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
I I A.M. to 9 P.M.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

59c
59c

SPAGHETTI
PIZZAMedium Size

BOGEN MULTIPLEX
STEREO ADAPTER

San how

San Jose, California

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

BOGEN

The Largest

CYpress
FIRE PROOF CONSTRI....
TELEVISION BANOUU Room,
COFFEE SHOP,
FOUNTAIN

-trosummumazwrazemagiallgozzi:::’.7.7;,i

Groceries & Meats

Porsche

"

South First Si, at Son Antonio

The Market Basket

Vol7 o

79 So. 3rd Street

CY 5-956 1

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

Frosh Grapplers

Tit -3

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

ditt

1

OS CAFETERIA
SANLOJWAES
UM E. San Fernando

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING

OP,
JP^2.1,

Ci-1661-na

85c

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

,k.1)
ute

VVEPA

HOT MEALS

Your Shop of Distinction
and Personal Service
IS W San Fernando St.
San Jose, California

Gueirie.7

Gridders Establish
Seven New Marks,
Tie Two Others

One Block From Comps,

MORIN’S
TAILORS

SPECIAL
RIB STEAK
FRIES AND SALAD

$1.69

1481 Almaden at Alma

CY 4-2266

(Next to El Rancho Dris,e-In)
Stirling Monday Hours 6 AM. to 9 P.M

Daily

lena?
IC

Fiv( pub.
thai
consul, ,

leties
I TOWN
CY 5-9661

REAL
HOME
STYLE
COOKING
Campus
85c

,FETERIA
CY 5-9561

SIPARTAN DAILT8

bee 1,1961

oil

age Officials Needed
desper..g.etb.,11.,Wci.,I, are
1,, referee intramti, needed
games, ac’night basketball director of
Unruh,
mg to Dan
murals.
night will be
ree games a
the split -semester
during
0.1
be paid for
n. Referees will
%ork. Unruh noted.

REPAIRS
TV & RADIO
Used Sets For Sale

PAYLESS TV

Cr 5-5520

/Id N. 4th

Hoop Season Opens Tonight;
Cagers Play 2 This Weekend

Starting Guard

’ham entries are clue in Unruh’s
office, MGI21, by 12 noon, Dec. 8.
Both fraternity and open divisions
are open, and Unruh stressed that
special leagues will be established
according to the caliber of competition.
The intramural wrestling meet
will be completed tonight in the
Men’s gymnasium. Action will begin at 7 p.m. in the Wrestling
room.
The intramural swim meet will
be held Thursday and Friday, Dec.
’7 and 8, at 7 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
respectively.

Basketball comes to San Jose
State tonight when Chico state
invades Spartan gym to open the
1961-62 season. Game time Ls 8
P.m. The Spartans play San Francisco state tomorrow night at the
Gator gym.
Spartan coach Stu Inman, beginning his second year at the
helm, said yesterday that Chico
state will start three sophomores
and tuu seniors against WS
"Chico’s freshman team had a
23-1 record last year, and they
have two fine seniors in 6-5 center
Fred Obermiller and 5-10 guard
Wade Wall," he said. Wall is described as a dangerous outside
shooter.
San Jose’s starters will be forwards Bill Robertson and Dennis
Bates, center Joe Braun and
guards Vance Barnes and Bill
Yonge. All but Robertson were
first -stringers last season.
Chico state coach Don Scott will
be involved in his first game as a
head coach.
San Jose’s trash team will
meet Oakland eity college tonight In a 6:15 preliminary game.
Coach Dan (dines’ Spartahabes

PARTY TROUBLES SOLVED!

Orders to Go
ENCHILADAS
TACOS

Just Give Us a Call
TAMALES

THE FINEST SPANISH FOODS

04 N. 13th

EL FARO TACO BAR

CY 4-7468

Part-time Work
for College Men

94f,
J

ROOM,
FouNtAIN
UN

TEL

ltforr la

RILL TIME PAY
Service and Sales of New
Products by Appointment.

CAMPUS
SNACK BAR

2U

COME HAVE
SOUP & CRACKERS 25c

SNO-MAN

Dlander t4

TRY A FROSTIE FREEZ
From Our NEW Machines

Nites

10c

15c

25c

Kitty-Corner from Men’s Gym at 4th & San Carlos Sts.

2

BILL YONGE will be one of the starting guards when San Jose
State opens its 1961-62 basketball season tonight at 8 in Spartan
gym against Chico state college. Yonge, a junior physical education major, played under current frosh Coach Dan Glines at
Acalanes high school.

Menendez To Attend
U.S. Olympic Meeting
Student Council Wednesday appropriated $300 to send SJS boxing instructor and 1960 U.S. Olympic boxing team coach Julie Menendez to the quadrennial U.S.
Olympic assn. committee meeting
in Washington, D.C., Monday and
Tuesday.
Primary purpose of the meeting is to formulate policies for
determining members of the
various teams and location of
trial sites for the 1964 Olympics
and the 1963 Pan-Amerlean
Games to he held In Sao Palo,
Brazil, Menendez said yesterday.

31.
se Ethyl
can 38,t
can 50a

SA-DONAU
cOLLEC.F. gcias
Sgt.shRil

qt. 191

Particular emphasis in the report will be placed on a recommendation that would ensure that only
the best athletes possible would
compete for the United States in
the Olympics, be they alternates
or the men selected in the trials,
Menende?. said.

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

Menendez will present his coaching report on the 1960 U.S. Olympic boxing squad at the meeting,
including recommenda t ions regarding the 1964 Game,

50’
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
10TH & TUL1Y ROAD

SALES RENTALS
IN SAN JOSE
75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322
Open Thursday until 830 p.ns

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN 105E

IS FINEST
C.wER SHOP
CY 5-1130
175 Taylor

****** *** ***** ********** ***** ** *******
*
*
C

A

S1.10 tl_*:
Veal Cutlets
*
***
** Hamburger Steak . S1.10 _*:
*
A

:

*
*
*
*

:* Shrimp ssr f:rais Louis
*

CY 5-9584

*
*
*
*

Above Includes: Soup, Vegetable, Potatoes,
Bread and Butter.

***
*

(A.

"THE FASCIST REVIVAL"

-.0w Under the Management of

The inside story of the
John Birch Society
"Who is in if?"
"Who is behind if?"
"Who directs and finances it?"

HOWARD

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

Now available at

7th and Santa Clara
’where the Servings Are Large and

STATE BOOK SHOP
35c

Prices

124 E. SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE

,:_. _ .io
7

A 1’1’

the

Right-

Check your opinions against thi’s Campus Opinion Poll 13

Your best friend’s beautiful date
asks you to meet her for a late date.
Would you ...

r

r

caittad ielprieinf

. $1.29
kage 22¢

)

German

elth

D

h & Taylor

r2 meet her in secret?

0 meet her and tell your friend?

0 tell and not meet lier?

MEN . . .

wbestaftiessoo
Tones Square beCOIr165NatIOIIII CoilagaIlyaankluara!

,college QueensTmake
greatkdiscovery in!New,’Yorkl
Of coarse, they loved the citythe fun endthirexcitemenei
But they also learned about diamond ringsdiscovered there
Is a way to be sure of the diamond you buy. They saw how,
Attest-red guarantees every diamond in writing for color,’
cut, clarity and carat weight. They were impressed by the’
prop/ of value offered by Artcarved’s nationally-advertised
Permanent Value Plan, backed by the quality reputation of
this 110 year old firm. And, they were most delighted with
Artcarved’s magnificent assortment of award-winning styles.
Visit your local Artcarved jeweler and see all the wonder.
.ful Artcarved styles, including those selected as the "10 best"
ITY the College Queens. He’ll tell you why Artcarved is the
diamond you’ll be sure of and proud of all the rest of your life.
-

’don’t let your
girl go Op in
smoke, without a gift
from .11osher’s
Women’s Shop.

DIAMOND

AND

w( DOING

O For your major course
which would you
choose...

WOMEN . . .
"your sweetie
will raise cane.’
without a gift
from Mosher’s
Mert’s Simp.

Artcarv-ed:

FELIS
DOMESTICA

rang,c,S

’There’s actually more
rich -flavor leaf in L&M

Eyen.ng Star

EXCLUSIVELY Al

II’
01 ,..,1111lii
Op. II

I-I
PS South First
Street

it ’III

CY 5-0567

,KAT

In a good teacher
O or an outstanding man in his field
but a poor teaches?

than even in some Unfiltered cigarettes. You
get more body in the
blend, more flavor in the
smoke, more taste
Canterbury

0 Has advertising ever
influenced your choice
of cigarette?

o Y, -s
L Na

Expect more, get more, from L’:N1

RiNGSI

Throe, of the ten loveliest Artaarvind Styles’
en chosen by America’s College aueen114

1011.118111110111111019.

010LOK

ONISHI FLORIST

$1,

Stiani
93 Willow St

First in
0 formal wear
since 1906

Absolutely the
holiest selection
id flowers in
.Son Jose!
I bey know
their
business from
hip to bottom
rind all nay around.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON

SPANISH FOODS

ing

FORMAL
WEAR

Of San Francisco slate, Inman
reports that the Galore have lost
their starting guards of last season. The Gators retain the services
of 6-6 center Bill Holmberg and
6-3 forward John Hammerbeck.
The two started every game last
year

LARGE BANQUET ROOM
FOODS TO GO

Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview.

.
.

meet San Jone rID rollege at
SJCC tomorrow night.

through the filter. So expect more, get Lots More
from L8,M. And rememberwith L&M’s modern
filter, only pure white
touches your lips.

03,1,11101 ft.. I
/119,,
ill a .1.1

HERE’S HOW 1029 STUDENTS
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED!
Ii0e JO red ul 1691 tie eileft

?,,f9
At

je
’;,11uvuiA4u,tpuouleipsonintn
148

bek

’Jell paw loll pile pai
?AY 11911,11c Ail Paw 0
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Get with the Grand Prix . . . Enter today, enter incessantly

lati WWI

n ttl

ffSPARTAN

Friday, Deeetnber 1, 19Ci’

School Superintendents To Discuss
Approach to Teaching Communism
UPI

1 tic Adiiiiiiisti.00rs us ill be taild

s

approach schools should take in Francisco Monday thiough Thus,
teaching about communism will be day.
considered next week at a state-

Members will cottsider a draft
wide meeting of California school policy statement
titled. reaching
superintendents.
About Communism; an Aid to the
The annual conference of the Defense of Freedom." The statement was prepared by the associaCalifiiiinia Association of School
tion’s committee on instruction.

.ears
Sp
Ask
Yule Project
Contribution
I A UNII
Christmas
project, which entails aid for
needy families whose heads are in
county jail, is being undertaken
once again by Spartan Spears,
sophomore women’s honorary service organization.
The organization is asking contributions in the fotm of money,
food, toys and other gifts. Money
contributed is used to buy food.
according to Spartan Spear member Janet Hobbs, chairman uf the
project committee.
Gifts for the children should
.iverage 50 cents each and should
wrapped and masked "boy" or
.4irl" along with the age of the
child for whom it is intended.
Food contributed must be nonto
Miss
according
perishable,
I !otitis.
Collection boxes are at the west
end of the Faculty Office building.
Checks should be made payable to
Spartan Spears, and all cash contributions should be given to Miss
Hobbs personally at Royce Hall.
Deadline for contributions is Friday. Dec. 8.

lICSB Paper Switch
Follows Staff Ouster
The Um eisity Post has laton
established as the campus newspaper at the University of California
at Santa Barbara. replacing the
traditional paper El Gaucho.
This action followed the forced
resignation of the editor and staff
of El Gaucho on Nov. 17.
The newly conceived University Post is being edited by Jane

STAR PHARMACY

LET A PROFESSIONAL DO YOUR WORK

We Clean and Spot Half Garments for 7c each;
Long Dresses. Coats, Suits, etc., 34c each

PORTOLA CLEANERS

Good Ski Weather
Weekend Forecast

Korean Vets

SJS Folksong Club Rec
Meets Tomorrow; For
All Students Invited

Workshop Set
SJS Tomorrow

FLY

SELF SERVICE

HAWAII

4da :6

LAUNDERETTE

15c WASH * 10c DRY

CHRISTMAS CHARTER

As part of a project to better Ogilvie, associate professor of p
faculty-student relations, the As- ehology: and Dr. Itichuil
Ti
sociated Women Students are hold- sey, mofesser Of art.

Illittenhain. 55 Is,, us so 1111(11 to reing a traditional coffee hour TuesStudents and facultj rherthte:
place Sheila Beaumont, editor of
day from 11:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. are invited to the esent.
the deposed paper.
COI
In cafeteria rooms A and R.
will be served.
Miss Beaumont. "final editor
During the coffee hour three
of the El Gaucho," and the ousted
will present
staff said in their resignation, SJS faculty membeis

"Here at UCSB, we have been deprived of freedom. We have been
subjected to pressure front all
manner of sources. To be specific,
we have lren continually presA number of education experts
sured by the lull’ wing groups:
will address the conference. ininterfraternity council, panhellenic
cluding State Superintendent of
council, the residence halls assn.,
Public Instruction Roy E. Simplegislative council in other words,
son, who will speak at the opening
Part Tim Work
Good skiing conditioes are ex- the entire associated students govgeneral session Monday night.
income Paid Weekly
pected at nearby ski resorts over ernment.
Minimum Ago IS
the weekend.
Public Relations Work
"To be even more specific," they
Sales Positions Open Also
Snow is reported falling on both went on, "some of the people who
Work Evening Hrs. 5:30-10:30 p.m.
inches
40
and
50
with
24
Highway
DEPEND UPON
have attempted to guide our polCompany Benefits if Qualified
of snow at 5800 feet and 37 inches icy are: the associated students
US FOR ALL
Transportation Furn. When Reg.
No
at 6900 feet on Highway 40.
No Experience Necessary
president, the interfraternity counYOUR BEAUTY
Full Time Work Available During
reports are available as to the cil pr6sident and the dean of men."
NEEDS!
Vacation Periods
depth of snow on Highway 50.
"These pressures are completely
Most ski areas will operate this uncalled for," the ex-El Gaucho
Drug
Store
Complete
APPLY 586 No. tat
weekend along Highway 50:
staff continued. "We have tried
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
Chains are required over Donner to make something out of the
Suite 253, Monday evenings
and Echo summits of the high- student newspaper; we have conet 5:30 P.M.
ways.
888 E. Santa Clara
tinuously attempted to imptove
OR CALL CY 7-81118
Continued rain was forecast for it; we have even tried to stimuSan Jos*
CT 3-3575
today by a United Press Interna- late student thought. In answer
tional report. Temperatures today to our efforts, the student governand tomorrow are expected to ment has done everything in its
range from 56 to 62 degrees with power to influence our policies
lows of from 40 to 48 degrees. short of actually controlling them."
South winds are expected to blow
Korean %tier:ins may sign NoOn Wednesday, Nov. 22, the
at 12 to 25 miles per hour.
IT COSTS NO MORE THAN COIN -OPERATED
vember attendance vouchers toUniversity Post. vol. 1, no. I was
Today’s
rain
is
expected
to
be
MACHINES! WE DO THE WORK FOR YOU.
day through Tuesday in Admprinted.
brought by a second storm front.
102, according to Mary Simons,
The legislative council used this
200 miles off the Pacific coast.
vets coordinator.
issue to make it clear that the
Ft
ancisco
airport
Rainfall
at
San
I
El Gaucho staff and newspaper
measured 1.08 inches yesterday.
would no haiger exist. The P.,
said, "Recently, El Gaucho
subjected to extensive critic,
THESE PRICES ARE FOR CLEANING & SPOTTING ONLY
f com all levels of students
dents
claimed
the
ne%%
A wocknhiiii l’s’ stiiileia .oelions was not representative of t
of the California Park and Recre- atal that it consistently demoi.
ation society will be held at SJS strated isior taste, unsound kit.
"
}cars Same Location"
The first meeting of the SJS
tomorrow in A133 from 9 a.m. to ment and inferior journalism.
at
the
held
club
will
be
Folksong
CY 2-6535
S. W. Corner Virginia & State Sts.
3 p.m. Representatives from Fres"With such unanimous opinion
International Student Center, 285
no, San Francisco, Sacramento, and in the light of its revolts:
is. Market st., tomorrow night at
Chico, and Alameda state colleges bility,
thin
legislative council
7 o’clock.
will attend.
prompt action," related the Post
foreign
and
both
Students,
American, who are interested in strk***********************************************
folk music and who like to sing,
play a banjo, guitar or allied instrument, ate invited, according to
George Martin, junior journalism
major, who is temporary president
of the club.
Adviser for the group is Mrs.
Elizabeth Stewart, assistant proONLY
LOTS OF ROOM TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT
fessor of English, who teaches
... OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 P.M.
English courses for foreign stu155
I
CI
I HI
dents. Many students from her
$14420
classes are expected at the meet(Between 9th & 10th Streets/
ing, Martin said. "and we hope to
***** *******************************************
get some kind of an international
song swap going."
Leave: Dec. 16th or 19th
The more musical portions of
Return: Dec. 27th or 30th
the songfest will be recorded for
First Come, First Serve
presentation over radio KLOK’s
Call Now
Spartan Salute program
next
week, ace,,::
to Martin.

JOB OPENINGS
MEN

AWS Plans Coffee Hour

F

409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

their interpretation of the subject,
"If This Were My Last Lecture."
Presenting the talks will be Dr.
Harold M. Hodges, associate professor of sociology; Dr. Bruce C.

SAVE MONEY!!
On GAS

and OIL

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second anti N1 Minn

CHEF’S SPECIAL STEAK 1)1 \ \I 2

$1.25

ARCH’ ES
STEAK HOE SE
The Spartan Rendez’’,
NOW UNDER NEW NI ANA! .1
OPEN 8 A.M..9 P

6 A.M.11 P.M. \P IN

545 SO. 2ND ST.

Moliere’s

The Imaginary Invalid
A Speech and Drama Production

Run, and Dec. 1 and 2 Dec. 6

Through 9

Box Office: 5th at Sun Fernando
Open 1 -5 Daily

50c SJSC Students
Curtain 8: I p.m.

1;entral
College "I livatre

CUMULI,

rrtrnmrto

Make Spring Reservations Now
Apartments for Students Under or Over 21
ModernUp to Date
Close to Campus
We Can Get Roommates (no extra fee)

-411 4fpe3

ol accommiation3

with rents to lit your iudyet
485 South Ninth St.

CY 7-8877

cpaletwe,
RENTAL P&,ke

1

Seetours International
493 E. Santa Clara
San Jose

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a lin first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phon Orders

Zr.’

Special
NEW YORK CUT
Including

Help Wanted
College man permanent part time employment 6-9 p.m. 3 eve. a week. We
train to earn $50-$100 weekly depending.
of course, on initiative. For example.
SJS Jr. earned $500 in October. Last
week G.G. of SJS earned $140, P.T
$160. S.C. $120. This is no exception
The potential is there. For interview cal
CY 5-1950 or AL 2-8545.

Soup or Salad
Baked Idaho
Potato with
Cheese Sauce
Bread & Butter
Coffee or Two

Neat young men for temporary advesing campaign. Work part time. Good
pe+sonality end willing to work. Earnings
pet Sale
$2.50 to $3.00 per hour in comm. celebrating the grand opening of the Kiddie
Call CH 1-2540.
Trans-Oceen,o
VG. GE Color Photo
Senior girl st, :i.nts accepted.
i15. Cy 5-4694.

2 or head skis,
oker oaf...
-netal
. nu) 81,2
2181.

& 7; $45 each. 2
’dings $15 each.
nacho Men’s Henke
George Brown,

’58 MG sports model. WOO. CY 3.9929

If you have ever sold anything in your
life, loot
+is brand new, nationally
advertised item which everyone needs.
Have wonderful opportunity for part.
time students with some knowledge of
marketing and sales. For a personal infer.
view, meet Mr. Williams at 184 E. Santa
Clara. Saturday morning, Dec. 2 10 a.m.

’58 Triumph motorcycle, 650 cc engine.
-quipped. AX 6.6552.

Traaspertatlea

Trot in
to the

Lariat
Room
Tonight!

Rids wonted to Seattle Dec. 15. Con38 Chevy coupe, original, good body, tact Pat Ildstad, CY 4.2922 after 8 p.m
’t 3.9761.
Attn. all Bakersfield and interested stu
U.S..,.
dents. Chartered bus to Jr. Rose Bowl
Comic:*
2 bdrm. fern. apts. 408 So. 5.1+, See Dec. 9. Ticket and fare $13.00.
P. Brimmer, E. Nichols, D. Roberts by
A
r. "
Sat, CY 4.2927.
Room & bawd
best of everything
Ride wanted to 0
for Christmas
Prio
Manor. 485 E. Reed.
share expenses. Cell Jane, CY 3-1633.
Wanted Girl to share apt. with two
&melees
nlf campus Phone CI 7.1043.
-- Exp. typists day or night, CL 1-1824,
3.rm. fore, apt. 545 So. 1 lth. $87.50. CL 84335.
C. .red. only.
Tutoring in Italian for individuals or
Furn. apt., mod. I BR with w/w carpets, groups. Apply at or send card to 135 E
if 1.. I. 536 So. 8th. CY 4.5744.
Spartan City. S.J.
Two girls to share apt. with one other.
CY 5.4i06.
TV Rental Service. Rent a television set.
- rates. ES 7.2935 after S P.m.
Wet & Posed
Lott: Old jet bracelet. Reward. See Mrs.
M cae. reserve book room.

Its what’s up front that counts
I LTER-BLEN D is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up tront you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.

MIseelleamees
Wanted: Hardtop for 1960 Healey 4
seater. CV 4.1095 after 5 p.m.
Weapons collector will buy guns swords.
uniforms, military ant goes. AN 9.2144.

Will buy

your stamp collection. Cs
after 6 p.m. AX 64685.

24 -Hr. Free
Parking
Rear Old Y.M.C.A.

N.
sq.

OPENS TONIG117’ . . .

FULL ROUND TRIP

CY 47346

\II NT

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!

